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Mathematica Notes 

Assorted Functions 
Chop[x] – remove vanishly small parts of terms 

N[x,10] – display x as a number to 10 decimal places 

Sin[30 Degree] – use degrees with trig functions 

NewtonRoot[n_, n0_] := NestList[(# + n/#)/2 &, n0, max] // N 

RandomReal[{min,max},N] – generate a list of N random numbers 

Conditions 
If[condition,true,false,unclear] – if statement 

Which[test1,expr1,test2,expr2,...] – like using multiple if statements; first true returned 

Switch[expr,pattern1,out1,pattern2,out2,...] – like which but with pattern matching 

Iterators 
Table[expr,{i,imin,imax,istep}] – iterator to produce a list based on expr 

Table[f[x, y], {x, min, max,inc}, {y,min,max,inc}] – produce a table of values for the function f[x,y] 

Range[min,max,step] – simpler iterator 

Module[{ans = 0}, Do[expr on ans, {i, mini,maxi}]; N[ans]] 

Module[{ans = 0, x = 1}, While[test, expr on ans; x = x + 1]; N[ans]] 

For[{sum = 0, x = 1}, test, x = x + 1, expr on sum]; N[sum] 

Nest[g, a, 4] – computes g(g(g(g(a)))) 

NestList[g, a, 4] – outputs a list of all the iterates from above 

NestWhileList[(# + 5/#)/2 &, 2., condition] – continue nesting until condition is false 

Plotting 
Plot[y[x],{x,xmin,xmax}] – plot a single function or list of functions 

ParametricPlot[{x,y},{t,tmin,tmax}] – parametric plot of y[t] vs x[t] 

ListPlot[{xy,xy,...}] – plot a list of {x,y} points. Use with Transpose[xs,ys] 

Plot3D[z,{x,xmin,xmax},{y,ymin, ymax}] - plot a function z[x,y]or list of functions 

Show[%, PlotRange -> {-1, 2}] – change settings on previous plot 

DensityPlot[f[x,y],{x,xmin,xmax},{y,ymin,ymax}] 
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Plot[Piecewise[{{x^2, x < 0}, {1 - x, x > 0}}], {x, -1, 1}] – plot with varying rules along domain 

AxesLabel -> {x, y, z}] – show labels for the axes in this order 

ColorFunction -> Rainbow – colour by value of z axis 

PlotRange -> {{0.5, 0.7}, {0.5, 0.7}} – define range of axes 

Note: May need to use Evaluate to ensure numbers are outputted correctly for plotting 

Functions 
f[args_] := (expr1; expr2;... ; output) – function defined with many steps 

f[x_, y_] := x - y /; x > y; f[x_, y_] := y - x /; x <= y – defining a function with conditions 

Module[{vars},body] – enclose body steps in module using vars as local variables 

Apply[f,list] – replaces the head of expr with f (shortcut f@@list) 

Map[f,list] – apply function f to all elements in list (shortcut f@/list) 

Sequence[a, b, c] – store arguments as a sequence rather than a list, for later insertion into functions 

factorial2[0] = 1; factorial2[n_] := factorial2[n] = n factorial2[n - 1] – example of memorisation 

Symbolic Algebra 
Simplify[x==y] – evaluate equation as true or false 

Simplify[expr, { x ∈ Reals]}] – simplify with assumptions 

Factor – reduces expression to a product of factors 

Collect[expr,x] – collects terms involving the same powers of x 

Coefficient[expr,x,n] – returns the coefficient of x^n 

TrigReduce – uses trigonometric identities to simplify expressions 

TrigToExp – converts trigonometric functions to exponential form  

Solve[eq,x] – solve for variable x 

Reduce[eq,x] – solve for x using restrictions when needed 

Solve[eq1 && eq2, {x, y}, Integers] – solve simultaneous equations over a domain 

Simplify[eq /. sol] – verify solution 

eq2 = List@@eq1 – convert equation to list to manipulate both sides at once 
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Symbolic Calculus 
D[f[x],{x,2}] – second partial derivative of f(x) wrt x 

D[f[x, y], {x, n}, {y, m}] – mixed partial derivative 

Dt[f,x] – total derivative with respect to x 

Dt[f[x, y, z, t], Constants -> {x, y}] – total derivative specifying some things are constant 

Integrate[f[x],x] – solve indefinite integral 

Integrate[f[x],{x,a,b}] – solve definite integral 

Integrate[f[x, y], {y, ymin, ymax}, {x, xmin, xmax}] – solve double integral beginning with y 

DSolve[eqn,x,t] – solve de without initial conditions 

DSolve[{eqn,ic1,ic2},x,t] – solve de with initial conditions 

Series[f,{x,x0,n}] – Taylor series expansion of f about x0 keeping up to the nth power 

SeriesCoefficient[series,n] – find the nth coefficient of a series object 

Residue[f[x], {x,x0}] – find the residue of f(x) series expanded about x0 

Special Topics 
FindMinimum[f[x],{x,x0}] – find minimum of f with respect to x using x0 as the starting value 

FindMinimum[f[x,y],{x,x0},{y,y0}] – find minimum of a function of two variables 

NMinimize[f[x], {x, 0, 20}] – attempts to find global min over specified domain 

Mimimize[f[x],x] – find a symbolic minimum 

NSolve[eqs,vars,n] – numerically solve eqs of variable vars, and n is an optional precision parameter 

FindRoot[eq,{x,x0}] – numerically solve transcendental equation eq for x using initial value x0 

NDSolve[{eqn,ic1,ic2},x,{t,t0,t1}] – numerically solve de eqn with initial conditions over domain t0-t1 

Hsn[f_, x_, y_] := Outer[D, derv[f[x, y], x, y], {x, y}] 

Some Theory 
Critical points 

Classifying critical points is done by calculating the Hessian, the matrix of second derivatives. 

In one dimension an ordinary critical point is a local minimum if the second derivative is positive, a 

local maximum if the second derivative is negative, or an inflection point if the second derivative 

vanishes.  

In two dimensions, if all eigenvalues have a common sign, the critical point is a local minimum if that 

sign is positive or a local maximum if negative. A critical point is classified as a saddle point if it is a 

local minimum for variations along one direction (not necessarily a coordinate direction) while 
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simultaneously a local maximum for variations along the orthogonal direction.  The function exhibits 

a ridge if there exists a direction in which the both the first and second derivatives vanish. 

Linear stability analysis 

For discrete iterative maps with a derivative   at the fixed point, values of       yield a stable 

approach toward the fixed point while       results in repulsion from the fixed point. The slope at 

the fixed point is known as its eigenvalue by analogy with discrete multidimensional mappings 

effected by matrix multiplication. If the eigenvalue is exactly equal to 1 or -1 it is said to be neutrally 

stable. If the eigenvalue is positive the mapping approaches or recedes monotonically, while for 

negative eigenvalues it oscillates (orbits) around the fixed point. 


